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ABSTRACT

For three or more dimensions, we prove Bander's conjecture, which

says that 't Hooft's definition of the magnetic flux of an SU(N)

gauge system confined to a box with periodic boundary conditions

gives a unique result for almost all configurations.
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't Hooft [l J, in the course of his work on electric-magnetic duality

for nonabelian gauge theories, has introduced a definition of magne-

tic flux for gauge field configurations inside a box with periodic

boundary conditions. For an SU (N) gauge theory, this flux is quanti-

zed so that each component can take the values 0, 1, ... N-1 in

natural units. Unfortunately, the definition allows some ambiguity,

that is to say, some field configurations can be assigned two or

more different values of the magnetic flux. This was first demon-

strated by Ambj0rn and Flyvbjerg [2], who proved that the zero

field can be assigned any of the allowed values of the flux quantum

number. The flux is a gauge invariant quantity, so that configu-

rations gauge-equivalent to zero must also have this ambiguity. It

is possible to find gauge-inequivalent configurations also with

nonunique flux. Does this mean that the 't Hooft definition of

magnetic flux is unsuitable? No, for it may so happen that the

configurations where the definition leads to ambiguities are

'exceptional', i.e., form a set of measure zero (in some appropriate

measure). This is conjectured to be the case by Bander [3j , who dis-

cusses these questions in the context of the computation of the

energy of a System of specified electric and magnetic flux by

functional integration.

In this letter, we prove the above conjecture. This result, however,

refers only to three- or higher-dimensional boxes. For two dimensions

we do not have any definite result, but it is probably untrue.

Let us recall ' t Hoof t1 s way £lj of introducing his definition. We

consider the gauge field configuration inside a rectangle with

periodic boundary conditions. This will give us the magnetic flux

in the direction orthogonal to the rectangle. For a box of higher

dimensions, this method gives a definition for each pair of direc-

tion s through the consideration of appropriate rectangle sections.

Let (x1,x2) = (O,O), (a-,a?), (O,a2) be the four corners of the

rectangle. When we impose periodic boundary conditions, these refer

to physical objects, so that the gauge potential A is allowed to

be gauge-transformed from one side to the opposite one. I.e., we

say that there exist gauge group elements co1 (XT^ ' ü)2 ̂ X1 ' ' sucn
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g being the gauge coupling constant. Now A (a-,a-) may be related to

A (O,O) in two ways: the two transformations 0x1,0)- can be made in

different Orders. By equating the two results, we get

- U>^<OuT>) ̂(0,0)̂0)̂(0̂  + ±*?frj^(fi)\*&^*) + i<£<.*.)-9 *?.<&)

1 - e • -,
r -

4-

If we define a group element z by

(̂o) -,{«x) - z u, (o) «,.(0,), (4)

then (3) can be satisf ied by having z in the centre of the group.

This is only a sufficient condition , but it becomes necessary too ,

if, äs 't Hooft 4 argues, the o>-s are to be so chosen that (3)

is satisfied for all A (O, O). Now, in an SU(N) gauge theory, the- y.
centre is 2 (N) , so that z is restricted to be of the form

exp (2nim/N) , where m is an integer. This integer, modulo N, is

defined by 't Hooft to be the magnetic flux. It is in principle

not uniquely determined by the f ield conf iguration, because ( l } could

presumably be satisfied by other co-s, which could give a different

value of z.

The trouble with nonabelian gauge transformations, äs in (3) , is

that there is a homogeneous part and also an inhomogeneous part ,

so that one does not have simple relations between two gauge trans-

formations which lead to identical results. To overcome this diff i-

culty, we shall work with the second rank antisymmetric tensor FUV
object of course transf

homogeneously under gauge transformations

instead of the vector potential A . This object of course transforms



The boundary conditions become

FP>CX.^0 - '̂(»i)̂ -**"0̂ »-̂ '),
(5)

F>v^Q,( av) : w/'^XiJ P>^(o,*x) "iC^i).

Suppose we change co1 (x2) , ü>2(x-) to cö- (x2)o>1 (x2) , cö- (x- ) o>2 (x )

respectively. If (5) i s to continue to be obeyed, we must have

w_U.) € Ĝ K,0; , w,(--0e <>vlQ-*0 (6)

where

i.e., the little group of F (x. ,x2) . Since (6) must be satisfied

for each value of u and v, we must have

where

ÜC*.-*v) - 0 ^H^(X« Ä0
h.»

Now the new expression for z, which we call z 1, is

Clearly,

T' e <r> (0,0) «.'AO) ci» «^ st°^ ̂ j1^.) a(«,yo)-; YOJ c (o o) (1 -i )

Making use of the relations

C,(*(,u,) = y^i^^t^q)«^*.) ? C-K*»)=«-;l("0«to,*x)'U,t»*?i (12)

we see that

z' t G(AO) C,(0,o)̂ ,{o)lOitQJ)-;l(a,)u;;l(o) Ctc--K(o,c9

r uto.c) 2 uCo.c)

- z ̂ (Gü)
•j

(13)



since z commutes with all group elements. If the elements cö- (O) ,

w-(a-)r co2 (O) , co2(a.]) can be chosen independently in the groups

to which they are restricted by (8), they can be made to yield

any desired element in G(O,O) in (13), and since obviously

Z(N) C G(O,0), z' may be made to acquire any value in Z(N). But

can we choose all the four group elements independently?

First we consider two dimensions. At a given point Cx1,x?) t there

is only one independent F ,,(xi/x2^ because of the antisymmetry in

Vi und v. Consequently, G(x. ,x9) includes at least the Cartan sub-
N lgroup S |U(1) J - This is a connected continuous group, so that

for any two elements Q. (O) and to- (a2) in G(O,O) and G(O,a2), it is

possible to find a continuous path traced out by ü). (x-) in G(O,x2)

äs x goes from O to a2. Similarly, co2 (O) and co?(a-) can also be

chosen independently. Thus it would seem that the flux can indeed

be changed by choosing cd-,co2 suitably. However, by choosing to

work with F instead of A , we have ignored some Information.
U-v U

All the CD-S allowed by the periodicity of F may not be allowed

by that of A , and it may so happen that these extra restrictions

make the magnetic flux almost always unique.

For three or more dimensions, there are, at each point (x-,x2), at

least three independent F (x.. ,x2) obtained by varying u and v.

Consequently, G(x-fx2), äs defined in (9), is the intersection of

the little groups of at least three vectors in the adjoint repre-

sentation of SU(N). While for one vector, the little group includes

at least the Cartan subgroup, for two or more vectors, the inter-

section is almost always just Z(N). This can be seen äs follows.

For each F , the little group-depends on equality-relations be-

tween its eigenvalues. When all eigenvalues are different, the

[ N Tü(1) J and is generated by

the N-1 diagonal generators of SU(N) if F is diagonalized. If we

want the intersection of the centralizers of two F ~s, we have to

find out which of the above generators commute with the second F .

It is easy to see that unless some of the nondiagonal elements of

this second matrix vanish, none of the diagonal generators of SU(N)



will commute with it, so that the intersection of the little groups

will be just Z(N). Thus, barring special cases where some of the

eigenvalues of one of the F (x->x2) coincide, or when some of the

nondiagonal elements of an F (x /x2) vanish in a representation

where another is diagonal, G(x,,x2) will be Z(N). But if for each

x2, öj^ (x ) e G(O,x„) = Z(N)- a discrete group, then by continuity

one must have GJ- (O) = u- (a2) • In ori^er to have a o). (X2) that passes

f rom one element of Z (N) to another äs x,., changes, it is necessary

to have the group G(O,x ) to be a continuous group (note that it

always contains Z (N)) over a ränge of values of x . This would

require F to have, on a finite part of the boundary x- = 0, the

exceptional kind of behaviour described above (some eigenvalues

equal, or some raatrix elements vanishing). Such configurations

clearly form a set of measure zero. In almost all cases, therefore,

we shall have w- (0) = co-(a2). Similarly, again in almost all cases,

co2 (OJ = oj2 (a- ) . As these elements lie in Z (N) and therefore commute

with all group elements, (1O) reduces to

z' - *. (14)

So, apart from a zero-measure set of configurations, the magnetic

flux cannot be changed by altering the gauge transformations ca.. ,co2.

This is precisely what was conjectured by Bander

It is a pleasure to thank Dr. Probir Roy for some discussions at

the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, where these

ideas were conceived.
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